POSTSCRIPT
&
months of that city's life diminished my already dwindling
sympathy for them.
Now,, sick of this buzzing cage, I went out into the streets. I
went round to the office of a Jewish newspaper. There panic had
come too. Yet until the last moment anti-Gentilism had been
pursued in the office of this newspaper to such an extent that it
was staffed exclusively by Jews. Just before the door closed they
brought in half a dozen shop-window Gentiles. Now, on this
night, the shop-window Gentiles, who knew what was coming,
had walked out, ostensibly in protest against some Marxist
publication in the paper, actually because they knew Hitler would
be in Prague soon and that they would take over the paper. They
did; a complete shadow staff proved to be in existence, and on the
day of Hitler's arrival the paper appeared without a hitch and
without any alterations other than the complete change of its
political colour and the elimination from the back page of those
brothel advertisements of which I have spoken earlier in this book.
Now panic reigned in the offices of the paper. The Jews there
were worried to death about the brawls in the Wenceslas Platz.
This, they thought, would give Hitler an excuse to march in. I
told them they were wrong. If he meant to march in, as I told
them that he did, he would march in anyway, and these organized
street affrays were just part of the familiar technique. If he did
not mean to march in, they were unimportant.
I went back to the hotel and on the waysbought another special
edition that told me the Germans had occupied Mahrisch-Ostrau.
Midnight had not yet struck. Hacha could not have been in
Berlin by the time the invasion began. On this occasion not even
the pretence of negotiation was to be observed. This was annexa-
tion naked an$ unabashed.
I noticed this time again, as I had noticed in Berlin and Vienna,
how people on such occasions alternate between laughing optimism
and deepest, pessimism, between hope and despair. This is some
curious action of overstrained nerves. One moment men hear a
report that promises hope and in a trice they are full of optimism
and say 'It's not going to be so bad, he won't occupy Prague', and
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